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Countries and Germany x. Elizabeth, for example, borrowed
thirty thousand pounds shortly after her accession 2, and
she employed the Company in transactions connected with
the foreign exchanges 8 : her successors were similarly in-
debted to it. And the Merchant Adventurers claimed the
credit of other services rendered to the State. They were
instrumental in destroying the privileged position of the
Hansards in England 4 : they manipulated the exchanges so
as to delay the sailing of the Armada for a year 5 : they
strengthened the hands of the Government in its diplomacy,
because the withdrawal of the merchants in a body from the
mart town" was an effective method of exercising pressure 6 :
they were the channel through which the administration was
kept in touch with the state of English trade abroad, informed
of its decay or obstruction, and advised as to the remedy:
and when the export of wool was forbidden they took special
pains to enforce the prohibition 7. They laid particular stress
upon the prevention of frauds in the customs 8, goods being
carried in ships chartered by the Company and under the
inspection of its officials ; whereas in an open trade com-
modities would be exported from outports and creeks by
non-freemen without being entered for customs 9. In this
lengthy enumeration of its claims to the gratitude of the
nation the fellowship did not omit to include also acts of
' piety and charity', including the foundation of chapels,
the provision made for distressed soldiers and mariners,
and scholarships at the Universities10; nor the fact that in
1 House of Commons Journals, i. 221 ; State Papers Domestic, 1652—
^653, p. 136 ; Burgon, Life of Gresham, i. 35°"353 ; Wheeler, A Treatise
of Commerce (1601), 109 ; Bland, Trade Revived (1659), 4.
*	In 1560.    (The money was promised for a year at 10 per cent.) :
York Merchant Adventurers, 162.
8 State Papers Domestic, 1591-1594, p. 537.	* Supra, p. 214.
B Supra, vol. i. 582.	« Ibid. 587.
7	Veneris (1662), 34.   The royal agent in the Low Countries was some-
times the governor of the Company.
8	The  customs  officiate  resented  Wheeler's   ' aspersions'   upon the
* customers of the outportsJ: Milles, The Customers Replie (1604), Epistle
Dedicatory.
*	State Papers Domestic, 1601-1603, p. 164 ;   1650, p. 22;   Wheeler,
A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 60.
10 Wheeler, A Treatise of Commerce (1601), in ; York Merchant
Adventurers, 191 (" Our Company beyond sea do allow unto certain scholars
some annuity towards help in the University ").

